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Year 8 Independent Learning 
Booklet

Your gateway to improving your engagement with learning

“Independent learning is pupils having an understanding of their learning; being motivated to 
take responsibility for their learning; and working with teachers to structure their learning 
environment.” (Independent Learning - Literature Review. Retrieved from Department for 

Children, Schools and Families).

“A lot of people never use their initiative because no-one told them to” (Banksy).
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How to use this booklet

Once you have completed prep allocated by your teacher 
you can use this booklet to ensure that you have studied for 
at least one hour per school day.

These activities are independent projects that will allow you 
to consolidate and extend your knowledge.

Please take your independent learning into College to share 
with your teachers.

For further information please contact
edmundja.staff@wymondhamcollege.org

 

Mrs Jay Edmunds-Grezio, Deputy Headteacher
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PSHE: Genius Hour
This is your opportunity to select an area of interest and create an interesting 
display of your knowledge.

You need to follow the deadlines and guidelines set to ensure on the day of your 
Fair you have a piece of work you are proud to display.

English
Year 8 Takeaway Tasks 

Term 1: The Art of Fiction Term 2: ‘Much Ado about 
Nothing’ Term 3: Heroes & Villans

Create your own travel map 
based on a book you are 
reading to show the characters’ 
journeys

Create a group performance 
of your favourite scene from 
the chosen Shakespeare text 
using props and costume.
Film it and host an awards 
ceremony!  

Design a gadget for one of 
the heroes or villains you are 
learning about. 
Draw the design and create a 
fact file or label it with key info 
and stats.

Create a postcard from a 
famous character or one from 
the novel you are reading in 
class.
Design an interesting image 
for the front; explain their 
experiences on the back in no 
more than 20 words.

Script an alternative ending 
for the play OR the opening to 
a sequel.
Can you mirror Shakespeare’s 
style and use of techniques?

Create a newspaper front 
cover reporting on the 
exploits of one of the heroes 
or villains you are learning 
about OR someone of your 
own choice: what would make 
a newsworthy event? Will the 
tone be celebratory or critical?

Design and make a board 
game based on your class 
novel or your favourite book.
Write the instructions then get 
friends and family to play it.

Research Shakespeare’s 
biography.
Use the information to create 
a poster or leaflet to teach 
younger students about his 
life and work.

Script an interview between 
you and your favourite hero 
or villain: wat would you 
ask them? What would their 
answers be? How will you 
capture their personality and 
voice?
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Maths
To improve your retention of key number and algebra skills, 
visit http://www.wymondhamcollegemaths.co.uk (type into http bar only, the 
Password is square).  

Go to the KS3 section of the website and try the workouts to support your 
development of ‘struggle areas’.  Watch the screen casts and try the questions.

Or

To improve your key number dexterity go to the KS3 section of the website and 
select Puzzles.

Science
Pick one of the tasks below to review what you have learnt in today’s lesson or 
during the topic. 

• Design an activity which the class could use to study this topic
• Write a summary paragraph without using the keywords
• Write a newspaper article explaining how this topic is relevant in everyday life
• Research an example of this topic from everyday life
• Explain the top 5 facts
• Summaries this lesson/topic into an explanation a Year 6 could understand
• Write an exam question and mark scheme
• Draw a graph to show a pattern/ trend in the data
• Describe a practical that could be used to test a theory 
• Draw a flow chart to explain a theory/process/ practical
• Find a picture or diagram to label and annotate
• Use 6 keywords in a paragraph
• Make a revision mind map/ poster
• Summarise this lesson/topic as Tweet of under 280 characters
• List 5 facts learnt in this lesson/topic
• Define 5 keywords
• Make a revision card
• List 8 keywords        
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MFL - French/Spanish
• Create a board game, flash cards, or a colourful mind map to learn key verbs in 

the past, present, and future tenses. 
• Watch a film or an episode of a series in French / Spanish (borrow from the 

library or look on Netflix or YouTube). Write a review in French / Spanish to say 
what you like and dislike about it. What star rating would you give it? Why? 

• Find 3 universities that offer language courses. What can you do with the 
language (eg Business and Spanish / Aerospace engineering and French). Can 
you go and spend time abroad as part of the degree course? How long is the 
course? What job would this course be useful for? 

• Borrow a book from your Spanish / French teacher (we have lots of easy ones). 
Read it and write a paragraph in Spanish/French to tell your class what it was 
about and whether you enjoyed it. Look up 5 words you didn’t understand in the 
book and try and use it in next week’s language lesson.

• Research the advantages that knowing another language brings in the 
workplace. How much more do those with a second language get paid? What 
are the languages that employers are looking for? 

• Choose a topic you have been struggling with this term and practice the 
vocabulary on Memrise, Quizlet or Linguscope in that topic. Afterwards write 
down 10 words you have learnt and use them in class. 

• Choose a topic that interests you (football, music, sailing – whatever your 
interests) and write down and learn 10 words to do with it. Use them next lesson. 

• Create a ‘random words list’ of your own useful/unusual words in French/
Spanish. What new, weird, wonderful words can you learn? Can you somehow 
incorporate them into an activity in lesson?!  

• Research a famous person from a Spanish or French speaking country and 
create a factfile. 

• Research an important historical event from a Spanish or French speaking 
country and create a factfile. 

Computing
• Typing practise, using websites such as www.nitrotype.com or                                                                 

www.typingtest.com 
• Complete Hour of Code activities on https://hourofcode.com/uk/learn
• Log in to your OneNote account via www.office.com and complete the prep 

tasks and extension tasks that are relevant to your current unit.
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Design and Technology
• Prep quests: use the sheets to complete the prep quest linked to your current 

rotation.

PE & Games
• Create an information sheet for someone who has never played the sport you 

are doing in PE. You must include key skills/techniques/rules for playing this 
sport. 

• You work in the leisure center in Wymondham. You are a recreation assistant 
(someone who takes money / sets up equipment / talks to the public / runs 
children’s parties / etc.). What qualities do you think you need to have to be a 
good recreation assistant? Why do you think you need these qualities?

• Design the sports kit. Your task is to design the sports kit for school. List what kit 
you would include (think about the time of year too), where the logo will go, etc. 
Draw your designs (you do not need to be amazing at drawing but label them so 
we can see clearly, what you mean). Can you explain why you have chosen this 
kit in relation to keeping costs down, looking smart, considering the weather?

• Write a diary entry about one of your performances in PE explain your strengths 
and weaknesses.

• Watch a sporting fixture on TV or the internet and create a 1-page report on the 
event/result. You may include photographs in your report if you wish.

RE
Autumn Term
• Judaism. To research and write about the effects of the Holocaust. This can be 

presented as a power point, short film, creative writing, research on an individual. 
This is to be finished by the end of the Autumn term.

Spring Term
• To research and look in detail at Christian places of pilgrimage. To produce a 

detailed document on a chosen place of pilgrimage. To produce a tourist brochure 
explaining about the main features of the chosen pilgrimage site. To be creative 
in how they present their research eg diaries, short film/documentary.

Summer Term
• To research and write about Hinduism and the environment and the Hindu 

attitude towards animals.
• This can be presented as a power point, short film, detailed report.
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History
• Counterfactual history, also sometimes referred to as virtual history, attempts to 

answer “what if” questions known as counterfactuals.
• Choose an event in History. It can be something you have previously studied, 

have an interest in or want to find out about. 
• Produce a project to answer your question. Think about the short-term and long 

term changes. Consider the impact locally, nationally and internationally.
• You can choose one of the counterfactual questions provided or come up with 

your own. This ‘virtual history’ is an excellent Genius Hour project. 
• What if the Black Death had never occurred?
• What if Henry VIII had stayed married to Catherine of Aragon?
• What if Napoleon had succeeded in invading Russia?
• What if WWII had ended with nuclear attacks on Berlin, Hamburg, and Munich?
• What if Christopher Columbus never sailed west?
• What if the RMS Lusitania was not sunk by a German U-Boat in 1915?
• What if President John F Kennedy survived the assassination attempt?
• What if Hitler had decided not to invade Russia?
• What if the 1914 assassination of Archduke Franz Ferdinand had failed?
• What if the Vikings successfully colonized the east coast of North America?

Music
• Learn and practice a musical instrument, or do some singing.
• Listen to some new music online, through an app, or on the radio.
• Write your own song lyrics as a start to composing your own song.
• Write a rhythmic round using either note values, or words.
• Research how many composers have written a piece about the planets or space. 

You can include film music in your research.
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Drama
• Using one of these stage ideas design a set and props and for a production of:
• Any Shakespeare play you have studied
• A book that you have read that has been turned into a play/film 
• A play that you have seen in the theatre 
• OR choose the stage directions from any play to start you off…
• Remember to include levels, colours, shapes and textures in your design
• Explain why you have chosen the staging configuration that you have in terms 

of audience experience.

• Take the following stage directions and decide upon the type of lighting, sound 
effects and props you might include for each one…

• Explain HOW you will make these sounds: musical instruments, household 
objects, use of your body/voice. 

• In the Mediterranean, a warm night, by the sea, sunset, palm trees, local music 
and people eating outside restaurants.

• Early morning, foggy, cold and wet underfoot, city centre, deserted except urban 
wildlife, muffled echoing of footsteps and whispered voices.

• A carnival in Rio de Janeiro, busy with people, dancing and singing, bright 
sunshine, laughter, music and a rhythmic beat. 

• A football stadium on cup final day, huge crowds, cheering and jeering, singing, 
shouting, flags waving 
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Director’s Task
• IMAGINE that you are directing the following extract from the text ‘Flood’ by 

James Phillips:
• READ it carefully before you start.  The scene is set in a boat at sea.  
• THINK about casting your characters: age, gender, stature, and costumes first
• NOW, use the script and annotate it with how you would want the actors to use 
• Facial expression
• Body language
• Gesture
• Voice 
• Movement 
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Art
The Surrealists used everyday objects in their art. Try the following:

• Create your own Surreal object using two things that don’t usually go together. 
• Choose an object that you use every day and draw it. Find out who invented 

and designed it.

             
                

Business and Economics
Market research
• Erin is thinking of starting up a new business as a dog groomer.  She either 

wants to buy a van which should could kit out as a grooming parlour and drive 
around to customers’ homes, or she will rent a small unit in Wymondham.  She 
thinks she ought to do some research beforehand so is planning to complete a 
questionnaire with the clients of a local vet but she doesn’t know what to ask.  
The questionnaire will be given to potential customers to find out about them 
and their preferences.  

• Write a questionnaire for Erin with 6 to 8 multiple choice questions.  You might 
want to consider including questions about the service on offer, the price charged, 
where she should offer the services and how she should advertise it.

International Trade
• Do some research to find out where the products we use in this country come 

from.  For example, where do we get bananas from? Are cars made in this 
country or other countries?  

• Either make a list of show your findings pictorially on a map.
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Careers & the Curriculum

Bronze Award
Autumn Term
• Log on to Unifrog: Go to Activities
• Add in up to 3 activities you are involved in reflecting on the skills and qualities 

they demonstrate

Spring Term
• Go to Unifrog, GCSE…Choices, choices! 
• Complete the activity using Unifrog.

Summer Term
• Log on to Unifrog: Go to Competencies 
• Add examples for the 7 areas

Silver Award
Autumn Term
• Go to Shared: Careers: Independent Learning: Y8 Autumn Term
• Complete the Activity based on demonstrating your skills and the true/false quiz

Spring Term
• Log on to Unifrog: Go to Subject Library
• Select your 3 most enjoyable subjects OR your 3 option choices
• Explore the different careers that are identified as Close Match
• For one go to the Geek Out section and watch some of the video links

Summer Term
• Log on to Unifrog: Go to World of Work: Watch the video titled ‘Star Competencies’ 

and read ‘Volunteering – why it matters’
• Explore ideas for volunteering that you may be able to get involved with (inside 

College or out)

Gold Award
Autumn Term
• Go to Shared: Careers: Independent Learning: Y8 Autumn Term
• Read the Geographer Case Study and answer the questions about careers in 
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Geography

Spring Term
• Go to Shared: Careers: Independent Learning: Y8 Spring Term
• Go through the powerpoint on ‘Why Study a Language’ and answer the questions
• http://www.whystudylanguages.ac.uk/teachers/parents_evenings/ 
• Complete the quiz http://www.whystudylanguages.ac.uk/love/ 

Summer Term
• Go to Shared: Careers: Independent Learning: Y8 Summer Term
• Complete the cash-flow forecast activity imagining you are an apprentice for 

Aviva buying a Ford Fiesta 1.3L

Geography
Term 1 - Weather and Climate
• Whatever the weather  - Borrow some equipment from the geography department, 

or make your own, and record the weather over the course of a couple of weeks. 
Alternatively, track the weather using a weather app, or by watching weather 
forecasts. Compare to the average – is this a usual fortnight for the time of 
year? A weather report, which might include: synoptic weather charts, pictures 
of the weather, diary entries, graphs of weather data, screenshots of weather 
apps.

 
• Scary Weather! - Research a weather hazard (tornadoes, hurricanes, droughts, 

heatwaves, ice storms, blizzard, thunder and lightning). Write about the causes of 
the hazard, and the effects it has on people and property. You could also include 
how the hazard is managed. Options include: A written report or PowerPoint, a 
wall display, a short story, newspaper article, video news report.

• Climate Future - Explore the future predictions for the UK changing climate. Find 
out what the positives and negatives of climate change might be, then present 
your findings... Options include: wall display, PowerPoint, written report with 
evidence included, a video/animation, a short story, a series of diaries entries 
written in 2020/2030/2040/2050 documenting the changing climate.  

Term 2 - Contemporary Conflicts
War, what is it good for? - Research a recent (since 1990) conflict. Find out the 
causes of the war, who was involved, the effects of the war on the people involved, 
and how it came to a close (if it has come to a close). Options include: a timeline, 
a PowerPoint or written report, a series of diary entries, a newspaper article.
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Conflict trends - The media can make it seem like there is more conflict in the world 
than ever, but is this true? Do some research into the current conflicts occurring in 
the world and how things have changed – are things better or worse? You can look 
globally, or focus on one area (e.g. Middle East, Central Africa, South America). 
Options include: wall display, PowerPoint, written report which includes a series of 
graphs and maps, video.

Water of Life - Research areas where water is scarce and there are water shortages. 
Choose a research question and base a piece of work around it; for example… Why 
is water scarce and how is this likely to change in the future? How is water scarcity 
affecting people’s lives? How can the situation be improved? Options include: wall 
display, PowerPoint, written report.

Term 3 - Envrionments Under Pressure
• Your task is to prepare a report to the United Nations about the growing threats 

to unique environments on the planet. You need to choose ONE environment 
from the list below.

• The island of Madagascar, in the Indian Ocean.
• The Great Barrier Reef, Australia.
• The Southern Ocean, Antarctica.
• The Amazon Rainforest, Brazil.
• The Arctic Ice Cap and Tundra – Northern Canada and Greenland.
• Deciduous Oak Woodland – the United Kingdom.
• The Maldives atolls – The Indian Ocean.
• Tropical Grassland (savanna) in Kenya, Africa.
• Tropical mangrove swamps, Indonesia.
• Or propose an environment of your own…

The report should contain the following geographical information.
• Location of your chosen environment - include maps at different scales.
• Describe it’s landscape and the biodiversity of plants and animals – what makes 

it unique and important?
• Explore the threats from human activity (either locally or as a result of more 

global threats like climate change) that is creating pressure on your chosen 
environment.

• Proposed solutions – how can your chosen environment be protected and 
managed in a more sustainable way?

• A conclusion – your recommendations to the United Nations.
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Student Notes
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